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Espn nfl picks against the spread 2020

Week: 0-0-0 Overall: 114-118-7 Week: 0-0-0 Overall: 105-126-7 Week: 0-0-0 Overall: 118-114-7 Week: 0-0-0 Overall: 116-116-7 Week: 0-0-0 Overall: 119-113-7 Week: 0-0-0 Overall: 109-123-7 Week: 0-0-0 Overall: 124-108-7 Week: 0-0-0 Overall: 117-115-7 SUN 1:00 pm FOX ATL4-11TB10-5Preview TB -6.5 TB -6.5 TB -6.5 TB -6.5 ATL +6.5 TB -6.5 ATL +6.5 TB -6.5 SUN 1:00 pm CBS BAL10-5CIN4-10-
1Preview BAL -13 BAL -13 BAL -13 BAL -13 BAL -13 CIN +13 BAL -13 BAL -13 SUN 1:00 pm FOX DAL6-9NYG5-10Preview DAL -3 DAL -3 DAL -3 DAL -3 NYG +3 DAL -3 NYG +3 DAL -3 SUN 1:00 pm CBS MIA10-5BUF12-3Preview BUF -1 MIA +1 BUF -1 BUF -1 MIA +1 BUF -1 MIA +1 BUF -1 SUN 1:00 pm FOX MIN6-9DET5-10Preview MIN -7 DET +7 DET +7 DET +7 MIN -7 MIN -7 MIN -7 MIN -7
SUN 1:00 pm CBS NYJ2-13NE6-9Preview NYJ +3 NYJ +3 NYJ +3 NE -3 NYJ +3 NYJ +3 NYJ +3 NE -3 SUN 1:00 pm CBS PIT12-3CLE10-5Preview PIT +10 PIT +10 PIT +10 PIT +10 PIT +10 PIT +10 PIT +10 CLE -10 SUN 4:25 pm CBS ARI8-7LAR9-6Preview ARI +1 ARI +1 ARI +1 ARI +1 LAR -1 LAR -1 LAR -1 LAR -1 SUN 4:25 pm FOX GB12-3CHI8-7Preview GB -5.5 GB -5.5 GB -5.5 GB -5.5 GB -5.5
CHI +5.5 GB -5.5 GB -5.5 SUN 4:25 pm CBS JAC1-14IND10-5Preview IND -14 IND -14 JAX +14 JAX +14 IND -14 JAX +14 IND -14 IND -14 SUN 4:25 pm FOX LAC6-9KC14-1Preview LAC -3.5 LAC -3.5 KC +3.5 KC +3.5 LAC -3.5 LAC -3.5 KC +3.5 LAC -3.5 SUN 4:25 pm CBS LV7-8DEN5-10Preview DEN +2.5 LV -2.5 DEN +2.5 LV -2.5 LV -2.5 LV -2.5 LV -2.5 DEN +2.5 SUN 4:25 pm FOX NO11-
4CAR5-10Preview CAR +6.5 NO -6.5 CAR +6.5 NO -6.5 NO -6.5 NO -6.5 CAR +6.5 NO -6.5 SUN 4:25 pm FOX SEA11-4SF6-9Preview SF +5.5 SF +5.5 SF +5.5 SF +5.5 SEA -5.5 SF 5,5 SEA -5,5 SF 5,5 ВС 4:25 вечера CBS TEN10-5HOU4-11Preview HOU 7,5 HOU 7,5 HOU 7,5 HOU 7,5 HOU 7,5 ТЕН -7,5 ТЕН -7,5 ХУ 8:20 NBC WAS6-9PHI4-10-1Preview PHI No 1,5 PHI 1,5 WAS -1,5 WAS -1,5 PHI
1,5 PHI No 1,5 WAS -1.5 WAS -1.5 Продолжить чтение основной истории Дельфины сталкиваются с их крупнейшим испытанием еще в начальников и Steelers, после 11-0, 0 пытаются избежать проигрышной серии. Это тип чванство обороны развивается, когда Хавиен Ховард, второй слева, неоднократно заставляет команды платить за ошибки. Но Miami Dolphins будет иметь свои
руки полны против Канзас-Сити начальников на Sunday.Credit ... Дуг Мюррей / Associated PressPublished 10 декабря 2020Updated 13 декабря 2020The N.F.L. сделал свой путь через несколько недель нечетные графики, вызванные задержками коронавируса, и, кажется, набор для своей первой нормальной недели в то время. Или, по крайней мере, лига начинает с этого плана до
тех пор, пока какие-либо связанные с вирусом корректировки необходимы. Неделя не имеет подпись игры с нетерпением ожидаем, но матчи между начальниками и дельфинов и Steelers и законопроекты развлекательные достаточно, и более чем несколько команд должны быть глядя на шаг вверх, как они борются за места в расширенном поле плей-офф. Вот посмотрите на
N.F.L. Неделя 14, со всеми выбирает, сделанные против распространения. Рекорд прошлой недели: 8-7Overall запись: City Chiefs at Miami Dolphins, .m 1, .m., Chiefs -7 Total: 49.5 Nice to be Chiefs (11-1). Kansas City let Denver stay uncomfortably close for much of last week's game and then just pushed the win now, got a touchdown pass from Patrick Mahomes to Travis Kelce, a 48-yard field
goal from Harrison Butker and a winning sealing interception from Tyrann Mathieu. That it looked so easy made the rest of the game surprisingly disappointing in retrospect. The Dolphins (8-4) aren't at Chiefs level, but they're also not the team to trifle off. Miami's defense can force an opponent to pay for their mistakes - cornerback Javier Howard leads the NFL in interceptions (eight) and passes defensed
(16) - and the team's offense is expertly chewing the clock and doing enough to score. The scenario for this game may reflect Kansas City's previous game. Miami could easily stay in it for most of the game, but when the Chiefs have to score, Mahomes will do it. The Dolphins deserve a lot of respect, but being the only 7-point underdog for the Chiefs is his own version of respect. Pick: Chiefs -
7ImageBuffalo Josh Allen has stayed cool under pressure this season, and he's got people respecting the Bills. Credit... Ralph Freso/Getty ImagesPittsburgh Steelers at Buffalo Bills, 8:20 p.m..m., NBCLine: Bills -2.5 Total: 46.5Earlier this week, people were openly wondering if the Steelers (11-1) could go unbeaten. One is not exactly a shocking loss to Washington later, and Pittsburgh is the underdog
against the Bills (9-3). The reasons for the loss and the betting line are injuries in defense, which weaken the team's greatest strength, and the decline in attack. Buffalo is coming off a big win over San Francisco, looking like a good bet to win the A.F.C East and get people talking about quarterback Josh Allen as the new superstar. If Pittsburgh turns it around on either side of the ball, it could go from 11
consecutive wins to two straight losses. Pick: Bills -2.5Mens of Vikings at Tampa Bay Buccaneers, 13.m., FoxLine: Buccaneers -6.5 Total: 52 Buccaneers (7-5) have disappointed a little this season. The team had to make the leap defensively and, with Tom Brady added to the offense, even from the kinks of the Jameis Winston era. The team was inconsistent, not bad, but lost back-to-back games 27-24.
His amazing defensive woes can continue against the Vikings (6-6), who have many of their flaws but no scoring problems. While it didn't necessarily win a game for Tampa Bay, it would lift the pressure off the Buccaneers in their hunt for the N.F.C. wild card to win this one at home. Pick: Vikings No.6.5 Indianapolis Colts at Las Vegas Raiders, 4:05 p.m..m., CBSLine: Colts -3 Total: 51.5The Colts (8-4)
walked off with one last week, taking advantage of a fumbled snap to hold on for a close win over Houston. It was nothing compared to the Raiders (7-5), who had a win gifted them to the Jets in seconds of the game. But winning is about winning, and with both of these teams, For playoff spots, they were lucky to get them. Running back Josh Jacobs is unlikely to return from injury in Las Vegas, and
Indianapolis is just further in its development. The Colts should expect to win on the road. Pick: The Colts -3 Cardinals have struggled recently, but Kyler Murray threw for 22 touchdowns and rushed for 10. Credit... Norm Hall/Getty ImagesArizona Cardinals at Giants, 1 .m, FoxLine: Cardinals -2.5 Total: 45Fresh from a game in which they manhandled favored the Seahawks on both sides of the ball, the
Giants (5-7) are the underdog home Cardinals (6-6), a team that is not as good as the Seahawks. So it looks like oddsmakers haven't exactly bought into the latest improvements for Big Blue. Skepticism is likely the result of the uncertain status of quarterback Daniel Jones. Coach Joe Judge said there's a chance Jones will play, but he also said that last week. Colt McCoy deserves credit for keeping the
winning streak going, but the Giants' chances in this game come off on Jones' availability. If he plays - and is close to 100 per cent - that choice is likely to be overturned. Pick: Cardinals -2.5Washington Football Team at San Francisco 49ers, 4:25 p.m..m., FoxLine: 49ers -3 Total: 43.5Bot of these teams 5-7, but they go in different directions. The players were steadily improving on either side of the ball,
and just pulled off a shocking Pittsburgh upset. The 49ers mostly survived a season wiped out by injuries, but coming off a huge disappointing loss against Buffalo in which backup quarterback Nick Mullens' flaws were on full display. If it was a really home game in San Francisco, it might have played in its favor, but since the 49ers moved to Arizona, Washington has a good chance of retaining the win. Pick:
No.3Green Bay Packers at Detroit Lions, 4:25 p.m..m., FoxLine: Packers -7.5 Total: 55 Lions (5-7) showed a major offensive improvement in the first game under their interim coach, Darrell Bevell, with the caveat that their come-from-behind victory came against the reeling Bears. Detroit may find offensive success, but probably not enough to make a difference as its overmatched defense tries to slow down
the Electric Packers (9-3), who are led by Aaron Rodgers, Aaron Jones and Davante Adams. There is always a chance that a heavily favored team will use the opportunity to slow things down and take a smaller win, but the Packers don't take any games off the offensive, and Rodgers has one of the best seasons of his career - which is extremely high praise for the two-time Most Valuable Player Award
winner. Pick: Packers -7.5Trey Hendrickson of the Saints has 10.5 sacks this season. He could add to that amount against Philadelphia's patchwork offensive line. Credit... Marc Lomolio /Associated Press New Orleans Saints at Philadelphia Eagles, 4:25 p..m m., FoxLine: Saints -7 Total: 44People with Alvin Kamara in his fantasy team Isaly for Drew Brees to return from injury. Kamara has only three
catches for 7 yards in the last three games, but the Saints (10-2) seem extremely pleased with Taysom Hill under center until Brees gets up to 100 percent. That's understandable because last week's win over Atlanta clinched a playoff spot in New Orleans, and this week's game against the Eagles (3-8-1) doesn't seem like a big problem. The Saints have a 66 percent chance of securing the N.F..C.'s first-
round bye, according to Upshot, but if they want to hold on to that honor, they'll probably need Brees back for Week 15 of the game against Kansas City. Pick: Saints -7Tennessee Titans at Jacksonville Jaguars, 1 .m., CBSLine: Titans -7.5 Total: 53Meha Titans (8-4) much better than Jaguars (1-11). You really don't need to narrow down what's better for Tennessee. Football - the Titans are better at football.
That being said, Jacksonville can keep its head high after giving Minnesota a fight last week, and will come into this game in hopes of slowing down running back Derrick Henry. That could lead to them beating on a few deep passes, but recent history shows the Jaguars have a decent chance of covering the spread, even if they have little chance of winning. Pick: Jaguars 7.5Jets at Seattle Seahawks, 4:05
p.m..m., CBSLine: Seahawks -13.5 Total: 47 How many times in one game was fired by a famous NFL coach? That's what happened last week when Gregg Williams, the Jets' defensive coordinator (0-12), scored a zero-play cap in the final seconds of the game when his team just needed to keep Las Vegas out of the end zone from 46 yards. The Jets sent seven pass pickers, inexplicably left the spy
behind the line of scrimmage in the event Derek Carr decided to fight for a 46-yard touchdown - a pause for emphasis - and only three defensive backs in coverage. Henry Ruggs III had a touchdown before Carr even released the ball. Conspiracy theorists may suggest that Williams or coach Adam Gase, or both, have tried to lock in the No.1 pick in the draft, but that falls apart if you think it's the type of
galaxy brain tackling overly aggressive Williams known. His dismissal the next day seemed to confirm that it was just a cruel call, and nothing more. So now the Jets have four games to eke out a win in hopes of avoiding 0-16. Their quest begins on the road in Seattle as two-touch underdogs against the Seahawks (8-4). Seattle is struggling too much to buy at such a big spread point, but the Seahawks
have plenty of playoff-related motivation to win, so there should be no surprises. Pick: Jets No.13.5Denver Broncos at Carolina Panthers, 1 .m., CBSLine: Panthers -3.5 Total: 46.5A A lot of teams pack things up when their record goes sideways, but the Broncos (4-8) and Panthers (4-8) have continued to struggle all season, forcing their opponents to work hard to defeat them. Imagining Denver's defense if
linebacker Von Miller were or Carolina's offense, with fewer injuries, makes it easy to be thrilled with both teams heading into next season. At this point, they're both too flawed an issue, but there's every reason to believe the game between them should be interesting. Choice: Panthers -3.5Atlant Julio Jones couldn't haul in that pass, but he's so talented, you probably thought he did. Credit... Curtis
Compton/Atlanta Journal-Constitution, via Associated PressAtlanta Falcons at Los Angeles Chargers, 4:25 p.m..m., FoxLine: Falcons -2.5 Total: 49.5Thit game should have a playground feel to it, since both offenses are more than capable of airing the ball, and neither defense puts much resistance. Justin Herbert, a rookie, has the Chargers (3-9) ranked fourth in the NFL by way. Veteran Matt Ryan of the
Falcons (4-8) ranks seventh despite some injuries to his receivers this season. It's a safe bet that a group of talented pass-catchers that includes Keenan Allen and Mike Williams (Los Angeles) and Julio Jones and Calvin Ridley (Atlanta) will produce more than a few highlight drum-worthy plays. While Los Angeles may end up struggling for a second straight week should leave tackle Sam Tevi to be, it could
easily go down to which team the ball last. Pick: Chargers No. 2.5Houseton Texans at Chicago Bears, 1 .m., CBSLine: Texans -2 Total: 44.5 It seemed like wide receiver Will Fuller V's suspension would devastate Houston's offense, but the Texans (4-8) were fumbled by a snap from taking off a huge upset of the Colts last week thanks in large part to the emergence of Ke Keke Coutie, who put up a career-
best 141 yards receiving a day with 38 yards per season. Houston has shown enough to be favored on the road against a team with a superb record, though that probably has more to do with Chicago's six-game losing streak than it does with the Texans' offense. Of the 242 teams who will start the season 5-1 from 1920 to 2019, only four ended up with a losing record: the 1926 Chicago Cardinals (5-6-1),
the 1986 Atlanta Falcons (7-8-1), the 1995 St. Louis Rams (7-9) and the 2008 Buffalo Bills (7-9). The Bears (5-7) are on track to establish a new mark of futility in this group of fast-starting teams. Pick: Texans -2Dallas Cowboys at Cincinnati Bengals, 1 .m., FoxLine: Cowboys -3.5 Total: 43.5Cincinnati held his opponent to 20 or fewer points in each of the last three games, a pretty shocking turnaround for a
defense that struggled significantly at the start of the season. Whether it's improvement or indifference from opponents who know they'll beat the Bengals (2-9-1), regardless, it's hard to say, but with quarterback Joe Burrow for the season and Cincinnati one of four teams that's already eliminated from the playoffs, there's no real incentive to win. The Cowboys (3-9), meanwhile, have only two chances of the
playoffs, according to the result, but have enough offense to give give recently improved Bengals defense workout. Pick: Cowboys -3.5With Nick Chubb and Kareem Hunt, Cleveland Browns are one of the few teams that can keep up in a run-heavy matchup against Baltimore.Credit ... Ron Schwane/Associated PressBaltimore Ravens at Cleveland Browns, 8:15 p.m..m., ESPNLine: Ravens -1 Total: 44.5It
should be a cold night in Cleveland, and if the recent stretch of home games for the Browns (9-3) was any indication the weather would lead to a much more conservative approach than the one the team used to run before 38 first-half points last week. Since Lamar Jackson of the Ravens (7-5) has thrown for less than 200 yards in seven of his last nine games, that has to be decided on the ground. In
surprise compared to past seasons, that would, at least on paper, favor Cleveland on both sides of the ball. But there's a nagging feeling that Baltimore is a quality team that is unsatisfactory while the Browns just took advantage of the easy schedule. This game can help sort it out if it's true. Pick: Ravens -1 New England's Cam Newton came to the bench in disgust after Kenny Young of the Rams returned
an interception 79 yards for a touchdown. Newton was replaced by Jarrett Stidham in the fourth quarter. Credit... Kyusung Gong/Associated PressWhile New England was on a bit of a roll, the idea of the Patriots beating the Rams in Inglewood seemed a little outlandish. Our pick of the Rams -5 paid off when New England's offense failed to make the trip west. The Patriots (6-7) managed just 220 yards on
total offense, with Cam Newton completing 9 of 16 passes for 119 yards. Outside running back Cam Akers (171 yards rushing), the Rams (9-4) weren't all that impressive offensively, but the team's defense was more than something and made up that with six sacks, 10 quarterback hits and a 79-yard pick-6 from linebacker Kenny Young.A quick primer for those unfamiliar with the stakes: Favorites are listed
next to the negative number that represents how many points they should win. The Bills -2.5, for example, means that Buffalo must beat Pittsburgh by at least 3 points for its quarterbacks to win their bid. Players can also bet on the overall score, or the total score of the teams in the game ended or under the pre-selected number of points. All times are eastern. Eastern.
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